Hotel Mayura

A user friendly Android app for the Hotel Mayura to be more reachable to the customer on the go
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Why this App?

**Users**
- Search for dishes and their prices on the go
- Connected to maps for easy navigation
- Easy direct calling to place order
- Post reviews about the restaurant and their dishes

**Restaurant Owner**
- Publicize the restaurant
- Customer feedback in the app

USC
UI Analysis

- Consistent theme and fonts throughout
- Ease of navigation
- Little scope for user to make errors, can easily go back
- Simple metaphorical representation of icons
- Optimum use of screen. No clutter
- Minimalist Design: precise and to the point information
METAPHORS & FITT’S LAW

Icons speak user’s language - METAPHOR

All icons are placed at locations which can be accessed easily by the user – FITT’S LAW
SIMPLICITY & EASE OF USE

Each icon is self explanatory

NAVIGATION AIDS

Categorization to address the small screen size

Just swipe and submit your review

DIRECT MANIPULATION
RECOGNITION RATHER THAN RECALL

Description and image of each item helps users to recognize.
Feeding & Ease of Use

System gives feedback by telling that the review has been submitted.

Providing users with maps option also eases their trouble to search for the location.
Users don’t have to memorize the restaurant location or phone number. They can access the maps facility or can click Call Button to make a call.
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